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To

The Principal / Secretary /Chairman
KASIREDDY NARAYAN REDDY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & RESEARCH (CC:5D) ,
. , ABDULLAPUR (V) , , ABDULLAPURMET,
RANGA REDDY - 501505.
 

Sub : - Communication of grant of affiliation for the academic year 2019-20-Reg.

Ref : 1. Your College online application dated: 10-03-2019. for grant of affiliation for the academic year 2019-20.

  2. Deficiency report Dated: 28-04-2019 / 29-04-2019.

  3. Online appeal submitted Dated: 11-05-2019.
 
     With reference to the above, your College made an application for grant of affiliation for the academic year
2019-20. Pursuant to your application the University has conducted an inspection and communicated the
deficiencies for conduct of the academic courses.

 

Pursuant to the communication of deficiencies you have filed an appeal for reconsideration and the University
reviewed the same or re-inspection was conducted. Based on the above, the University has granted affiliation to
the following UG and PG courses for the A.Y. 2019-20:
 

S.No Name of the Course Intake

1. B.Tech - Civil Engineering 120

2. B.Tech - CSE 90

3. B.Tech - ECE 120

4. B.Tech - EEE 45

5. B.Tech - Mechanical 60 *

6. MBA - MBA 45

* In case, Ph.D qualified faculty members requirement is not met for the proposed intake, then the proposed intake

is reduced proportionately as per the Ph.D possessing faculty members.

# In case, the admitted intake is less than 25% of the JNTUH sanctioned intake in any of the applied courses in all the

previous three years but the admitted intake is at least 10 or above in one of the previous three years, then such

courses are considered for affiliation with a minimum intake of 60, provided they meet other requirements as per norms.

However, the faculty requirement is calculated based on sanctioned intake only.

## Due to non- availability of Principal for the majority period during the Academic year 2018-19, the intake is reduced

to 50% of the normal JNTUH sanctioned intake (subject to a maximum of 60) in the course having highest sanctioned

intake and also having least admissions during previous Academic Years.



 

 

 

 

Further, the University is not inclined to grant affiliation for the remaining courses indicated in annexure due to any of

the following reasons:
 

I) a. Principal/Faculty members deficiency such as

1. Principal / Faculty members not qulified as per AICTE norms.
2. No Principal / Faculty - Student ratio is less than required as per the norms.
3. No Valid SCM.
4. Lack of identity proof of faculty member such as valid PAN Card/ Aadhaar Card of the faculty member (for
the verification of faculty member particulars).
5. Lack of proof of payment of salary particulars for existing staff (Bank statement including TDS particulars).
6. Blacklisted/ Multiple registrations.
7. Not satisfying biometric attendance criteria.

 

b. Laboratory deficiency

1. Non availability / Non working condition of laboratory equipment.
2. Lack of all supporting documents for laboratory equipment.
3. Non - Fulfilment of the additional laboratory requirement.

 

II) As per clause: 3.30 of affiliation regulations 2019-20.

III) No admission status in the courses due to no classwork going on / acute faculty shortage / lab equipment

shortage during surprise inspection.

The above are essential for imparting Quality Technical Education.

This affiliation is granted based on the continuous availability of faculty members shown in A-419, any mobility of
such faculty members should be as per due procedure & shall be informed to DUAAC on a monthly basis.In case it
is found at any later / future point of time, that these faculty are not available, the Institution is liable for punitive
action as per the affiliation regulations.

You are directed to install handheld biometric system and CC cameras to record staff(if not implemented BAS) and
student attendance particulars and communicate to the University on a daily basis.

It is further stated, that the University reserves its right to make further re-inspection at any time for satisfaction of
the existing essential academic requirements in particular with regard to Laboratory and Faculty members in your
college. If the University is not satisfied regarding the essential requirements, the affiliation may be cancelled.

 

The annexure contained along with this letter may be read as a part of this letter.

 
Sd/-

REGISTRAR



 
 
 

 

 

ANNEXURE
 
I) No admission status is granted for the following courses:
 

S.No Course

Faculty Shortage Lab Shortage

R A
R.Ph.

D

A.Ph.

D
Name of the Lab(s)

1 M.Tech - Structural Engineering 3 0 2 0 NIL

2 M.Tech - CSE 3 0 2 0 NIL

3 M.Tech - Embeded Systems 3 0 2 0
1-1-Embedded Systems Lab, 1-2-

Advanced Embedded Systems Lab

4 M.Tech - Power Electronics 3 0 2 0

1-1-POWER CONVERTERS

SIMULATION LAB, 1-2-POWER

CONVERTERS AND DRIVES LAB

5
M.Tech - Advanced Manufacturing

Systems
3 0 2 0

1-1-Advanced CAD/CAM Lab, 1-2-

MANUFACTURING SIMULATION &

PRECISION ENGINEERING

LABORATORY

6 M.Tech - Machine Design 3 0 2 0

1-1-KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS

LABORATORY, 1-2-Computer Aided,

Testing, Analysis and Modeling

Laboratory

R- Required Faculty,A-Available Faculty,R.Ph.D-Required Ph.D Faculty,A.Ph.D-Available Ph.D Faculty.

II) The following Courses have either zero admissions due to non-grant of affiliation or admitted intake is less than 25% of JNTUH sanctioned intake for the previous

three academic years. Hence,‘No Affiliation is Granted’ for these courses for the A.Y.2019-20 as per clause: 3.30 of affiliation regulations 2019-20.
 

S.No Name of the Course Intake

NIL

Note:

1. You are required to pay affiliation and Common service fee dues by 30th May, 2019. Otherwise, your College will not be included in

the counselling list to be sent to The Convener Admissions, TSCHE. Please ignore if already paid.

2. Any data discrepancies may be brought to the notice of the University within two days from the date of this letter.


